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INTRODUCTION

A
detailed understanding of the biopolymer ribonu-

cleic acid (RNA) is of great importance throughout

the life sciences. RNA-coding genes are now recog-

nized to be far more abundant in eukaryotes than

their protein-coding counterparts and are essential

to the central biochemical processes within all living cells.1–3

RNA is responsible for the synthesis of all proteins within the

cell, plays a central role in replication of many viruses, regu-

lates gene expression in both bacteria and eukaryotes, is

involved in the maintenance, processing, modification, and

editing of genetic information, and probably carries out a host

of still unknown cellular processes. The discovery of the cata-

lytic capabilities of group I introns4 and RNase P,5 coupled

with the knowledge that certain viral genomes are composed

entirely of RNA, established RNA as unique in nature for its

ability to both store genetic information and catalyze chemical

reactions. The dual genetic and catalytic role of RNA lends tre-

mendous support to the hypothesis that purely RNA-based

life predated the emergence of both protein and DNA.6–8 In

addition to their important functions in nature, catalytic

RNAs have been used to derive RNA-based therapeutics.9,10

Our understanding of the molecular underpinnings of organ-

isms, and possibly the origin of life, as well as the development

of new medicines, therefore, significantly depend on our abil-

ity to dissect the fundamental properties of RNA enzymes.

Naturally occurring ribozymes can be divided into several

groups based on their size: small self-cleaving RNAs (\200

nucleotides), medium-sized self-splicing introns, and larger
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catalytic ribonuclear-protein (RNP) complexes. The class of

small ribozymes comprises the hairpin, hammerhead, hepati-

tis delta virus (HDV), Varkud satellite (VS), and glmS

ribozymes. All of these ribozymes catalyze a site-specific RNA

backbone cleavage reaction as well as the reverse ligation reac-

tion. Cleavage is achieved through an SN2-like reaction mech-

anism in which the 20-hydroxyl (20-OH) of the cleaved strand

acts as the nucleophile, resulting in 20,30-cyclic-phosphate
and 50-OH termini on the 50- and 30-products, respectively
(Figure 1A).11–13 On the other end of the spectrum, large

RNPs such as RNase P, the spliceosome, and the ribosome rep-

resent catalytic RNAs that recruit protein cofactors for opti-

mal function in vivo (self-splicing introns are of intermediate

complexity as some of them require protein cofactors and

others do not). RNase P and the spliceosome carry out site-

specific hydrolysis and transesterification reactions on RNA

backbones, respectively, through mechanisms distinct from

that of the small ribozymes. The ribosome is unique among

the naturally occurring ribozymes in that it generates a prod-

uct that is not itself an RNA. The ribosome catalyzes peptide

bond formation between amino acids coupled to tRNA adapt-

ers and so is responsible for the production of all cellular pro-

tein (Figure 1B). Evidence that the RNA rather than protein

components of RNPs are catalytic stems from the observation

of catalytic competence in the absence of protein and/or an

active site composed of RNA only.4,5,14,15

Since their discovery a quarter-century ago, extensive

investigations into the catalytic mechanisms of ribozymes

have been conducted in the quest to understand and poten-

tially exploit this essential and ubiquitous class of enzymes.

Until recently, catalytic RNAs were studied in bulk solution,

where the number of molecules present is many orders of

magnitude larger than the low copy number typical of many

RNAs and RNPs in a single cell (1–103, up to 106 in case of

the ribosome). Recently, it has become increasingly common

to study protein and RNA enzymes using single molecule

methods, offering the ability to observe short-lived mecha-

nistic intermediates and minor subpopulations often masked

in the ensemble average. Single molecule approaches to

understanding RNA include atomic force microscopy, optical

tweezers, and single molecule fluorescence microscopy (for

review please see Refs. 16 and 17). Of these, single molecule

fluorescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET) has proven

particularly effective in studying reaction pathways of ribo-

zymes, as smFRET assays provide information on the global

dynamics of molecules under native conditions. smFRET has

therefore provided researchers with the unique opportunity

to quantify the (equilibrium) kinetics of both directions in

reversible reactions, which are commonly found in RNA.

In this review we first survey the insights gained from

single molecule probing of catalysis by two representative

ribozymes and focus on structural dynamics as a signature

for catalysis. We then discuss the bottleneck presented by the

need to develop suitable assays that probe specific steps on a

reaction pathway, as well as proven or plausible routes to

overcoming this obstacle to the broader use of single mole-

cule techniques. Single molecule studies of RNA folding

pathways have been thoroughly reviewed elsewhere.17–19

EXAMPLES OF SINGLE MOLECULE
ENZYMOLOGY
Currently, the primary approach used in single molecule

RNA enzymology is to monitor global conformational

changes associated with individual steps on or off a reaction

pathway such as substrate binding, tertiary structure

(un)folding, chemical catalysis, and product release. In the

following we will explore in detail single molecule investiga-

FIGURE 1 Reaction mechanism of the two ribozymes highlighted

here. (A) Site-specific phosphodiester transfer as catalyzed by the

self-cleaving small ribozymes, including the hairpin ribozyme. A

suitably positioned base B deprotonates the 20-OH of the upstream

ribose, thereby activating the 20-oxygen for nucleophilic in line attack
on the scissile phosphodiester. The 50-oxygen leaving group is proto-

nated by a properly positioned acid AH1. (B) Peptide bond forma-

tion as catalyzed by the ribosome. A suitably positioned base deprot-

onates the amino acid esterified with the A-site tRNA, thereby

activating the amino group for nucleophilic attack on the peptidyl-

tRNA ester bond on the P-site tRNA. The 30-oxygen leaving group is

protonated by a properly positioned acid AH1.
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tions that highlight the scope and limitations of single mole-

cule RNA enzymology. We will focus on two significant RNA

catalysts at opposite ends of the spectrum, the hairpin ribo-

zyme and the ribosome. The hairpin ribozyme is probably the

most investigated RNA in single molecule enzymology. The

ribosome is far more complex and has been subjected to fewer

single molecule studies than the comparably simple hairpin

ribozyme. However, the tremendous biological importance of

protein biosynthesis has motivated substantial progress also

on single molecule enzymology of the ribosome.

The Hairpin Ribozyme: Synergy Between Single

Molecule and Ensemble Assays

The hairpin ribozyme (Figure 2A) is a small noncoding RNA

that facilitates site-specific cleavage and ligation chemistry of

its own backbone as part of the double-rolling circle replica-

tion of Nepovirus satellite RNAs. It serves as a convenient

model system to study RNA catalysis, and a vast body of en-

semble biochemical,20–26 structural,27–33 and computational

data34,35 is available, as are extensive single molecule analy-

ses.36–42 The drive toward a complete understanding of catal-

ysis in this system has demonstrated and exploited the power

of single molecule spectroscopy to uncover short-lived inter-

mediates, minor subpopulations, and molecular heterogene-

ity, which otherwise are all hidden in the ensemble average.

An effective application of single molecule techniques, con-

versely, requires correlation of statistically significant averages

from stochastic single molecule events with observables from

ensemble measurements. In fact, most successful approaches

have relied on the availability of a thorough characterization

FIGURE 2 Single molecule FRET applied to hairpin ribozyme docking. (A) A two-stranded

(RzA, RzB) hairpin ribozyme binds substrate (orange and small letters; arrow, cleavage site) to

form internal loops A and B, each flanked by two helices (H1–H4) and connected between H2 and

H3. Noncanonical base pairs are indicated by dashed lines. Tertiary structure docking occurs via a

g11:C25 Watson–Crick base pair (red), a ribose zipper (blue), and the U42 binding pocket

(purple). Terminal Cy3 and Cy5 fluorophores serve as donor/acceptor FRET pair and biotin is used

for surface immobilization through binding to streptavidin. (B) Multistep reaction pathway of the

hairpin ribozyme with distinct kinetic steps identified by their rate constants. (C) Typical smFRET

time trajectory monitoring donor and acceptor emission intensity, together with the resulting

FRET 5 IA/(ID 1 IA) trace. Characteristic of a single molecule observation are the anticorrelated

donor and acceptor signals and the single-step photobleaching; specific events are indicated. Rate

constants are calculated from statistically significant numbers of state dwell times and corrected as

described.36,42 (D) Two FRET time trajectories from different molecules show dramatically different

dwell times in the high-FRET docked state that reveal persistent heterogeneity between molecular

subpopulations. Reproduced from Ref. 36, with permission from American Association for the

Advancement of Science.
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of ensemble behavior in order to interpret single molecule

observations with confidence.

In the case of the hairpin ribozyme, extensive insights

from ensemble techniques into the ribozyme’s structural and

kinetic properties have formed a solid platform for probing

at the single molecule level. For example, ensemble FRET

experiments in solution revealed the existence of two struc-

tural states at equilibrium—the catalytically inactive

undocked and the active docked conformations.20 Upon

docking, the internal loops of domains A and B are brought

into close contact, compacting the RNA (Figure 2A).43,44

Several crystallographic studies showed that this docked state

is stabilized by a number of well-characterized tertiary hydro-

gen bond and base-stacking interactions (Figure 2A).30–33 In

addition, ensemble enzymology approaches were applied

extensively, yet the (presumably microreversible) mechanism

of cleavage and ligation remains debated.45 Nucleobase

derived general acid–base catalysis,21,30 water assisted acid–

base catalysis,33,34 and transition state charge stabilization22–

24,31,46 have all been invoked as possible mechanisms. The

important contributions that a single nucleobase or even a

functional group can make to proper RNA folding as well as

catalysis42 and the inherent ambiguity in the interpretation

of enzymologic results45 contribute to the difficulty of pin-

pointing the reaction mechanism and necessitate additional

mechanistic probing tools.

smFRET based on biotin-streptavidin-mediated surface

immobilization and total internal reflection fluorescence mi-

croscopy has been employed to dissect the reaction pathway of

the hairpin ribozyme, which comprises substrate binding,

interdomain docking, substrate cleavage, interdomain

undocking, and finally product release (Figure 2B). By label-

ing the termini of the two interacting domains with a suitable

smFRET donor/acceptor pair such as cyanine dyes Cy3/Cy5,47

the docked, undocked, and product/substrate-free (unbound)

states of the ribozyme display distinguishable FRET levels

(defined as IA/(ID 1 IA), where IA and ID are the fluorescence

signals from acceptor and donor, respectively) (Figures 2 and

3A).36 Single-step photobleaching to background signal at the

end of each smFRET time trajectory confirms that indeed a

single RNA molecule is observed (Figure 2C). Since the cleav-

age products rapidly dissociate from the undocked state,

cleavage and subsequent undocking result in a decrease in

smFRET from the docked to the unbound state (Figure 3A).

The good agreement between the rate of unbound state

appearance in smFRET and that of product appearance as

monitored by traditional (ensemble) electrophoretic separa-

tion further supports the assignment of states and the func-

tional validity of single molecule trajectories (Figure 3A).36

To determine (un)docking rate constants in the intact

ribozyme–substrate complex unaffected by cleavage, a block-

ing 20-O-methyl substitution was introduced into the active

FIGURE 3 Accessing reaction chemistry of the hairpin ribozyme

through single molecule FRET. (A) smFRET time trace of the two-

way junction form of the hairpin ribozyme, showing the docked,

undocked, and substrate/product free states at distinct FRET val-

ues.36 The purple box and bar indicate equivalent processes on the

reaction scheme and the experimental data, respectively. Individual

states are indicated as U (undocked), D (docked), L (ligated), C

(cleaved), and P (product). (B) smFRET time trace of the four-way

junction form of the hairpin ribozyme, illustrating the difference in

(un)docking dynamics before and after cleavage (i.e., in the ligated

and cleaved forms). The purple box and bar highlight equivalent

processes on the reaction scheme and in the experimental data,

respectively.39 (C) Schematic of the possible outcome scenarios

from a double buffer-exchange experiment (first removal, then

replenishment of 12 mM Mg21) on the two-way junction form of

the hairpin ribozyme with the associated experimental smFRET

readouts.49 Reproduced from Refs. 36,39, and 49, with permission

from American Association for the Advancement of Science, Nature

Publishing Group, and National Academy of Sciences.
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site adenosine (A-1), based on its preservation of the sugar

pucker preference and hydrogen bond acceptor capacity of

the native 20-OH.36 Substrate dissociation is slow under

standard conditions (pH 7.5, 12 mM Mg21), effectively iso-

lating the docking/undocking steps from the remaining reac-

tion pathway. Similarly, (un)docking rate constants in the

isolated ribozyme-product complex can be determined by

installing a ligation blocking 30-phosphate on the 50-product
instead of the natural 20,30-cyclic phosphate. Rate constants

can then be extracted by plotting the cumulative number,

N(t), of state dwell (residence) times that are shorter than

time t and fitting with a multiexponential of the form:

NðtÞ ¼
X
i

Aið1� eki;obs �tÞ ð1Þ

The observed rate constants ki,obs need to be corrected for

photobleaching, which shortens the observed dwell times;

while the amplitudes Ai need to be corrected if indeed multi-

ple rate constants are observed, to avoid bias toward shorter

dwell times.36,42 Corrected dwell times in the docked state

then determine the undocking rate constant(s) kundock,

whereas corrected dwell times in the undocked state sepa-

rately determine the docking rate constant(s) kdock (Figure

2B). This ability to determine forward and reverse rate con-

stants of a reversible reaction independently of each other is

an important advantage of single molecule enzymology. In

the ensemble average, only collective and synchronized relax-

ation of many molecules from one state to another can be

observed, yielding an aggregate rate constant.

The fact that single molecule data are often best repre-

sented through multiple rate constants ki,obs is another dis-

tinction from ensemble averaging techniques. In the hairpin

ribozyme (and commonly in RNA), an underlying molecular

heterogeneity is apparent upon closer inspection (Figure

2D).36,37,40 At least four distinct subpopulations of molecules

are found in individual smFRET time trajectories,36,37,42 each

of which undocks with one of the four rate constants

extracted from the docking dwell times. Representatives of

each subpopulation are remarkably resistant to interconver-

sion as they continue to exhibit the same undocking behavior

even when probed at 3-h intervals at 258C,36 in various

Mg21 concentrations,37 or in the presence of various RNA

modifications.42 Such static heterogeneity (or molecular

memory) is also observed in the context of a four-way junc-

tion form of the ribozyme, with potentially even more sub-

populations exhibiting heterogeneity in both docking and

undocking kinetics,38 and is independent of the strategy for

RNA surface immobilization.40 The four distinctly undock-

ing molecular subpopulations map onto fast and slow phases

of biphasic ensemble cleavage42 and folding assays,25 and so

have important consequences for the interpretation of data

from ensemble measurements.

The Hairpin Ribozyme: Accessing Chemistry

Although docking and undocking rate constants of the hairpin

ribozyme can be derived directly from dwell time analyses of

smFRET trajectories, catalysis itself does not result in any dis-

cernable change in smFRET signal and thus calls for less direct

inference. Three different approaches have been pursued so far.

In the first approach, single molecule probing of inactivated

ribozyme–substrate and –product complexes is combined

with ensemble cleavage assays and classic mechanistic model-

ing.36,42 Essentially, the intrinsic cleavage and ligation rate con-

stants are derived by finding either a numerical36 or analytical

solution42 to the set of differential equations that defines the

reaction pathway in Figure 2B after substrate binding (where

substrate binding is assumed to be irreversible):

dNS
undock

dt
¼ �kdockN

S
undock þ kundockN

S
dock

dNS
dock

dt
¼ kdockN

S
undock � ðkundock þ kcleavÞNS

dock þ kligN
p
dock

dNP
dock

dt
¼ kcleavN

S
dock � ðklig þ kPundockÞNP

dock þ k
p
dockN

p
undock

dNP
undock

dt
¼ kPundockN

P
dock � ðkPdock þ koff ÞNP

undock þ konNdiss

dNdiss

dt
¼ koff N

P
undock � konNdiss

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð2Þ

where N denotes the population of molecules in a given state

with the subscript indicating the conformation (docked or

undocked) and the superscript indicating whether the ribo-

zyme is bound to substrate (S) or product (P). Using the

known overall cleavage kinetics and assuming the complete

absence of interconversion between the molecular subpopu-

lations throughout the catalytic cycle (which makes them in-

dependent of one another), a numerical fit yields upper and

lower bounds for the intrinsic cleavage and ligation rate con-

stants and an estimate of their ratio.36 Alternatively, Eqs. 2

can be formulated in matrix notation so that an analytical

simulation of the overall cleavage time course is derived by

diagonalizing and solving the corresponding master equa-

tion.42 If the chemical equilibrium constant is independently

determined by, for example, running a ligation reaction to

completion in the presence of excess reaction product, the

problem of solving the master equation for the five unimolec-

ular reactions that describe the kinetic pathway is reduced to a

single-variable fit.42 The use of substrate and product analogs
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and matrix-algebra assisted kinetic simulations thus enables

rapid relative comparison of single functional group variants.

It was discovered that functional groups far from the docking

interactions and active site directly impact both docking and

chemistry. These findings led to the proposal that, similar to

protein enzymes,48 long-range coupled molecular motions

exist in ribozymes that link the overall fold to the active site

and contribute to RNA function.42 Recent molecular dynam-

ics (MD) simulations support this hypothesis.34

It is important to note that two additional assumptions are

implicitly employed in this analysis. First, common intrinsic

cleavage and ligation rate constants are assumed for all molec-

ular subpopulations so that the derived rate constants repre-

sent averages over all molecules (a standard feature also of en-

semble enzymology). A range of rate constants may exist, but

kinetic modeling suggests that the chemical rate constants

vary by less than threefold between the different subpopula-

tions.42 Second, in the analysis it is assumed that the docking

and undocking rate constants obtained for the inactivated

ribozyme complexes (with 20-O-methyl modified substrate

and 30-phosphate modified 50-product analogs) closely

resemble those of the active complexes. Recent evidence from

single molecule studies in the presence of cleavable substrate

suggests that undocking of the substrate complex is deceler-

ated and that of the product complex accelerated in the pres-

ence of the native 20-OH and 20,30-cyclic phosphate, respec-

tively, leading to a systematic overestimation of the intrinsic

cleavage rate constant in the earlier analysis by approximately

sevenfold (while docking and ligation rate constants are unaf-

fected; see also the following discussion).39,49

The second single molecule approach used to access

chemical rate constants of the hairpin ribozyme exploits the

fact that undocking is slow in the native substrate complex,

but fast in the cleaved product complex; thus, cleavage in situ

can be fortuitously detected by an acceleration of the

smFRET fluctuations between docked and undocked confor-

mations (rather than a change in FRET level).39 This change

in dynamics is particularly pronounced at 1 mM Mg21 in a

four-way junction form of the ribozyme, in which both the

50- and 30-products are extended to prevent dissociation. Sig-

nificant enhancement and suppression of the docking/

undocking kinetics can thus be used as signatures for cleav-

age and ligation, respectively (Figure 3B). Still, extraction of

a cleavage rate constant is complicated since, first, any given

transition from docked to undocked state may originate

from either the substrate or product complex; second, cleav-

age events followed by ligation before undocking will go

undetected; and, third, the observed docked state dwell times

are shortened by photobleaching. Using a succession of

undocking events as indication of cleavage and correcting for

missed events as well as photobleaching then yields an esti-

mate of the intrinsic cleavage rate constant. In addition, the

ligation rate constant has to be corrected for the fact that a

rapidly docking/undocking ribozyme spends only part of its

time in the docked state where ligation can occur. The final

corrected intrinsic chemistry rate constants indicate a stron-

ger equilibrium bias toward the ligated state than did the use

of chemistry blocking modifications.39

The third approach exploited to tease out the intrinsic

chemistry rate constants that also uses cleavable substrate and

sets up a succession of buffer exchanges to produce distinct

time sequences of smFRET signal that serve as kinetic ‘‘finger-

prints’’ of specific catalytic intermediates.49 In concept, such

an approach is analogous to pulse-chase experiments widely

used in ensemble enzymology, but it gains from the ability to

assign a specific state to each individual molecule and count

the number of representatives. Figure 3C illustrates how the

number of molecules in the undocked (U) and docked (D)

states in the presence of either ligated (L) or cleaved (C) sub-

strate is assessed. First, chemical equilibrium is reached upon

incubation of the ribozyme in standard buffer (pH 7.5, 12

mM Mg21) in the presence of a saturating excess of 30-prod-
uct. Upon addition of EDTA to remove Mg21 at time t0 and

subsequent replenishment of Mg21 at time t1, distinct scenar-

ios are observed depending on which of the four reaction

intermediates UL, DL, DC, or UC are observed. In particular,

the two docked states undock (transit from high [0.8] to low

[0.2] FRET) upon Mg21 removal, while the two undocked

states only slightly decrease in FRET (from 0.3 to 0.2). In

addition, the two complexes involving ligated substrate will

eventually dock again after the replenishment of Mg21,

whereas the two cleaved complexes lose their 30-product
under these conditions (the 50-product is covalently linked to

the ribozyme) and thus can never dock after Mg21 addition.

Given a sufficient observation window after time t1 (i.e., slow

photobleaching), the four reaction intermediates can be

unequivocally identified through their unique FRET versus

time patterns (Figure 3C) and counted. Based on a sufficient

number of molecule assignments P, yielding P(UL) 5 21,

P(DL)5 591, P(DC)5 47, and P(UC)5 165, the equilibrium

constants of docking before and after cleavage and of internal

chemistry are derived as ratios of the appropriate molecule

counts.49 In conjunction with the rate constant of the very

last transition from high to low FRET under standard condi-

tions (Figure 3A), which is a convolution of the undocking,

cleavage, and ligation rate constants, the intrinsic cleavage

and ligation rate constants can be calculated.

The latter two single molecule studies yield similar intrin-

sic cleavage and ligation rate constants and a consistent pic-

ture of how a ribozyme is optimized for its self-cleavage
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function in Nepovirus replication—stable docking of the

ligated ribozyme–substrate complex allows for ample time to

cleave, while instable docking of the cleaved ribozyme–prod-

uct complex results in rapid product release.39,49 One may

note that a structural explanation for this kinetic phenom-

enon is still outstanding. In addition, since a properly ligated

RNA is important as a replication template, one may wonder

whether alternating structures switch the RNA between pref-

erably cleaved (active) and ligated (inactive) forms. Strik-

ingly, standard ensemble measurements of the chemistry

equilibrium position do not distinguish between the docked

and the undocked ligated or cleaved states and thus lead to a

significant underestimation of the ligation equilibrium con-

stant (from [P(UL) 1 P(DL)]/[P(DC) 1 P(UC)] � 2.9)42

compared to its true value (which is defined as P(DL)/P(DC)

� 13),49 and a resulting overestimation of the intrinsic cleav-

age rate constant. Ensemble studies also average out impor-

tant information on parallel (heterogeneous) reaction path-

ways, which are studied in isolation when observing single

molecules, and on short-lived intermediates, which are iden-

tified by short smFRET bursts as long as they live longer than

the experimental time resolution (Figure 2D).

In summary, single molecule enzymology studies of the

hairpin ribozyme have demonstrated feasible routes toward

determining rate and equilibrium constants of the chemical

step in a fully reversible RNA reaction pathway that exhibits

molecular heterogeneity. It thus has become possible to dis-

sect the often surprisingly profound role(s) of individual res-

idues and functional groups in structural dynamics and

chemistry, may they be close to or far from the active site

and/or tertiary structure interactions. Careful consideration

needs to be given to the various types of modifications (fluo-

rophore labeling, surface immobilization, functional group,

and sequence changes) that have to be introduced into the

RNA to address specific scientific questions. Powerful syner-

gies arise from the use of multiple alternate approaches.

Future advances in our understanding of the mechanism of

site-specific backbone cleavage will require a careful integra-

tion of single molecule fluorescence approaches with those

of, in particular, ensemble enzymology coupled with muta-

genesis, X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy, MD

simulation, and quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical

calculations.

The Ribosome: A Complex RNA-Protein Machinery

The largest ribozyme studied so far at the single molecule

level is the protein biosynthetic machinery, the ribosome,

arguably the most abundant enzyme on earth. Ribosomes

are very large (in bacteria �2.5 MDa) RNA-protein com-

plexes that universally translate the sequence of a messenger

RNA (mRNA) with high fidelity into a polypeptide chain

using transfer RNA (tRNA) adaptors. Ribosomes are com-

posed of a large and a small subunit (termed 50S and 30S in

bacteria, respectively). Translation is initiated by the assem-

bly of the two subunits into the 70S ribosome on an mRNA

template. Protein synthesis is catalyzed by the ribosomal

RNA (rRNA) component of the large subunit by transfer of

the growing peptide chain from one tRNA onto the next

aminoacyl-tRNA (aa-tRNA),50 whose selection is deter-

mined by the small subunit. A sequence of three nucleotides

in the tRNA, called the anticodon, base pairs with each

mRNA codon; this short hybrid is proofread with high fidel-

ity by the rRNA component of the small subunit.51 Both

subunits of the ribosome contribute to its three tRNA bind-

ing sites: the aminoacyl site (A site), the peptidyl site (P

site), and the exit site (E site).52

The highly dynamic peptide elongation cycle is composed

of at least the following steps (Figure 4A)51,53–56: (1) Initial

binding of the aa-tRNA to the ribosome in a ternary complex

with the elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu) and guanosine 50-tri-
phosphate (GTP). (2) Codon recognition where base pairs

form between the tRNA anticodon and mRNA codon in the

A site of the 30S subunit. (3) Stimulation of the GTPase ac-

tivity of EF-Tu in response to correct codon–anticodon pair-

ing with the cognate aa-tRNA. At this stage, mismatched

(noncognate) aa-tRNAs are readily ejected from the ribo-

some, whereas near-cognate aa-tRNAs (only one base mis-

match) remain bound.51,57 (4) GTP hydrolysis by EF-Tu. (5)

Conformational change of EF-Tu coupled with dissociation

of inorganic phosphate (Pi). (6) Accommodation of the A-

site aa-tRNA within the peptidyl transferase center (PTC) of

the large subunit, during which EF-Tu:GDP dissociates. At

this point, most near-cognate aa-tRNAs are rejected in a pro-

cess known as proofreading.51,58 (7) Peptidyl transfer, that is,

formation of the peptide bond in the PTC, during which the

polypeptide chain is rapidly transferred from the P-site to the

A-site tRNA (see also Figure 1B). (8) The tRNAs proceed to

two discernable hybrid states, where they remain bound to

the mRNA in the A and P sites of the 30S subunit, while their

30-ends bind to the P and E sites of the 50S subunit, respec-

tively.56 (9) Full translocation of the tRNA:mRNA complex

from the P and A sites to the E and P sites of the ribosome,

respectively, which is accelerated by GTP hydrolysis on the

elongation factor G (EF-G). The ribosome is thus ready for

the next round of elongation, where the A site is prepared to

accept the next aa-tRNA ternary complex (Figure 4A).

The elongation cycle involves extensive conformation

changes and the dynamic association of multiple RNA and

protein complexes, which lend themselves to FRET-based
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distance measurements. Single molecule analysis is particu-

larly well suited to address such a multistep biological pro-

cess where transitions between states do not remain

synchronized within the ensemble and the resulting averaged

signal cannot easily be deconvoluted. Finally, the recent

explosion in structural and mechanistic insights into ribo-

some function (reviewed in, for example, Refs. 50,51,59, and

60) provide a vast knowledge base for indepth studies of the

single molecule enzymology of translation.

So far, several single molecule fluorescence studies have

been conducted on reconstituted ribosomes from Escherichia

coli.54–56,61 In particular, intermediates involved in aa-tRNA

selection are resolved by combining stopped-flow mixing

with the use of antibiotics that inhibit tRNA selection, a non-

hydrolyzable GTP analog (GDPNP) and mutant ribosomes.

Single E. coli ribosomes with a Cy3-labeled aa-tRNA (fMet-

tRNAfMet) in the P site are immobilized via a 50-biotinylated
mRNA on a streptavidin coated and otherwise passivated

quartz slide.55 An EF-Tu:GTP:Phe-tRNAPhe ternary complex,

where the tRNA is labeled with Cy5, is delivered to the im-

mobilized ribosomes via stopped-flow. The FRET level of

single complexes proceeds stepwise from FRET 5 0.35 in the

initial bound state to FRET 5 0.75 in the state with a fully A-

site accommodated aa-tRNA (Figure 4A). Because of the

asynchronous nature of initial aa-tRNA binding, individual

time traces were ‘‘postsynchronized’’ to the first FRET � 0.25

signal. The average time from this initial FRET state to com-

plete accommodation is �93 ms, in agreement with previous

ensemble studies on aa-tRNA selection, which validates the

single molecule approach.62

Classic approaches to stop translation at defined points

along the elongation cycle provide an elegant means of

assigning the FRET states and so further dissect ribosome

kinetics.54 Tetracycline is an antibiotic that inhibits selection

of the ternary complex by the ribosomal A site (Figure 4A).

smFRET traces in the presence of tetracycline show the tran-

FIGURE 4 Dissecting the complex ribosomal translation cycle by single molecule FRET. (A)

Schematic of the reaction cycle of the ribosome as illuminated through smFRET (FRET values are

indicated in purple). The E (yellow), P (blue), and A (green) sites on the ribosome are shown as

small rectangles. Specific steps can be inhibited by the antibiotics or additives indicated in red. (B)

Contour plots of the postsynchronized time evolution of many individual smFRET trajectories in

the presence of the indicated antibiotics and additives. Contours are plotted from tan (lowest popu-

lation) to red (highest population).54 (C) Donor and acceptor fluorescence signals and correspond-

ing smFRET time trajectory displaying the classic (C), hybrid I (H1), and hybrid II (H2) states. The

FRET data are hidden Markov modeled (red line) to determine dwell times in the three states and

derive interconversion rate constants.56 Reproduced from Refs. 54 and 56, with permission from

Nature Publishing Group and Elsevier.
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sient sampling of a FRET 5 0.35 state, with rare excursions

into higher FRET (� 0.5) states (Figure 4B).54 Each FRET 5

0.35 event is identified as an independent attempt of a single

ternary complex to enter the ribosomal A site, upon which

tetracycline interrupts aa-tRNA selection. Replacing GTP

with its nonhydrolyzable analog GDPNP in the ternary com-

plex is known to efficiently stall aa-tRNA selection prior to

GTP hydrolysis (Figure 4A). Single molecule traces observed

in the presence of GDPNP rapidly transit through the FRET

5 0.35 state and show a stabilized FRET 5 0.5 state (Figure

4B). In this prehydrolysis state, the ternary complex is in

closer contact with the ribosome than in the 0.35 FRET state.

Kirromycin inhibits the conformational change of EF-Tu af-

ter GTP hydrolysis (Figure 4A). In single molecule traces, kir-

romycin also stops the ribosome at a FRET 5 0.5 state after

readily passing through the 0.35 FRET state (Figure 4B).

Restrictocin is an a-sarcin toxin homolog that specifically

cleaves the sarcin–ricin loop of the ribosome, which is

involved in activating the GTPase activity of EF-Tu. In the

presence of this toxin, smFRET time traces of the ribosome

again stall in a FRET 5 0.5 state before aa-tRNA accommo-

dation (Figure 4B).

The fidelity of initial aa-tRNA selection and proofreading

is investigated by comparing encoded mRNAs with cognate

(UUU), near-cognate (CUU), and noncognate (AAA) co-

dons at the A site.54 Analysis of smFRET traces shows that a

noncognate aa-tRNA is effectively rejected at the codon rec-

ognition state (FRET 5 0.35, Figure 4A). By contrast, 65% of

bound cognate aa-tRNAs advance to a FRET state higher

than 0.35, while only 11% of near-cognate aa-tRNAs move

forward. Therefore, the FRET 5 0.35 state represents an im-

portant initial selection step for correct anticodon–codon

pairing that favors cognate over near-cognate aa-tRNAs by

�6:1 (Figure 4A). A (second) proofreading step is based on

the stability of the A-site aa-tRNA bound to the rearranged

ribosome after the release of the EF-Tu-GDP complex, which

occurs during accommodation and is identified by smFRET

as a transition from FRET 5 0.5 to FRET 5 0.75 (Figure

4A). Cognate aa-tRNAs are favorably accommodated in the

PTC over near-cognate aa-tRNAs by a ratio of 24:1.54

After peptidyl transfer, fluctuations between FRET 5 0.75

and 0.45 states are observed, which were initially attributed

to a dynamic exchange between the classic (C) and transloca-

tion hybrid states (H), respectively (Figure 4A).55 More

recently, detailed smFRET analysis yielded evidence for the

formation of two hybrid states (H1 and H2) in equilibrium

with each other and the classic state (Figures 4A and 4C).56

Rate constants for intermediate steps in aa-tRNA selection,

proofreading, and translocation were obtained by evaluating

the FRET states and determining their corresponding single

event dwell times based on the statistical evaluation afforded

by hidden-Markov modeling (HMM; Figure 4C and discus-

sion given later).

In summary, work on the ribosome has demonstrated

how even very complex reaction cycles can be followed in

real-time at the single molecule level to determine rate con-

stants of individual reaction steps. Oftentimes only a single

molecule approach can identify and characterize specific con-

formational states in the cycle. Future advances in our under-

standing of the ribosome mechanism will take advantage of

new labeling sites to probe additional states by smFRET and

specify the dynamic location of reaction participants hidden

to the aa-tRNA distances monitored so far.

CHALLENGES
The examples given earlier demonstrate how previous knowl-

edge from ensemble experiments can be used to inform sin-

gle molecule experimental design and interpretation and

thus dissect multistep enzymatic reaction pathways. smFRET

observations do not require synchronicity between molecules

to extract rate constants from statistical analyses of the

underlying stochastic (even rare and/or brief) dwell times,

making them uniquely suited for answering questions of

RNA enzymology. (State dwell times often define the macro-

scopic rate constants since conformational transitions in

RNA are typically fast, but rare. Only recently have attempts

been made to measure an actual folding transition time.)63

As with any enzymatic assay, however, challenges lie in devel-

oping appropriate probes, assay and signal detection condi-

tions, strategies for extracting and interpreting experimental

observables, and in deriving kinetic models. In the following

we discuss some of the important challenges and highlight

possible solutions.

Evaluating Dwell Times Correctly

In kinetic analyses of single molecule traces, dwell times

must be measured with confidence. Large ribozymes may

introduce an added level of complexity into the analysis, as

they may not display simple two-state FRET behavior with

well-defined dwell times. To deal with increasingly complex

single molecule data sets a number of statistical methods

have been implemented. Hidden-Markev Modeling (HMM),

in particular, has recently been utilized to determine the

number of distinct states and the transitions probabilities

between states.56,64,65 HMM in principle can identify a large

number of states within a single molecule trajectory in a

semiautomated, reproducible fashion, thus avoiding poten-

tial bias. However, the assumptions implicit in any statistical
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model need to be kept in mind; for example, HMM requires

that the transitions be Markovian in nature, i.e., the current

state is independent of past states. This assumption requires

transitions within a single trajectory to be dictated by a single

rate constant, which is not necessarily the case for RNA. It is

therefore wise to apply HMM independently to each single

molecule trace to avoid masking any molecular heterogeneity

that may be present. Furthermore, even individual trajecto-

ries may violate the assumption of Markovian behavior.

Nevertheless, HMM has been successfully used to evaluate

smFRET trajectories in the ribosome work discussed earlier

(Figure 4C),56 as well as in studies of Holliday junctions,64

and RecA filament assembly on single-stranded DNA (Fig-

ures 5A and 5B).65 The extent to which HMM can be used to

distinguish FRET states is demonstrated by the latter study.

smFRET trajectories monitoring sequential association of up

to four RecA monomers into a filament were analyzed, lead-

ing to five discernable FRET states with eight transition den-

sities and fundamental rate constants for the stepwise bind-

ing and dissociation rates of individual monomers (Figure

5B).65

In some cases, such as in a folding study of the catalytic

domain of Bacillus subtilis RNase P RNA, gradual structural

FRET changes that lack abrupt transitions may be observed,

limiting the ability to define FRET states (Figure 5C).66 While

the fully unfolded (0 mM Mg21) and folded (5 mM Mg21)

states of the catalytic domain display narrow distributions

with FRET 5 0.13 and 0.85, respectively, at intermediate and

physiologically relevant Mg21 concentrations (at least four

FRET distributions are discerned; Figure 5D). Any particular

RNA molecule is restricted to a limited range of FRET values

(although this may in part be related to the unusually short

observation window in this particular study, see also the dis-

cussion given earlier).66 The authors therefore evaluate the

FIGURE 5 Challenge: Dealing with complex single molecule FRET kinetics. (A) Donor and

acceptor signals and corresponding smFRET time trajectory upon assembling RecA in the presence of

ATP onto the single-stranded 30-extension of a double-stranded DNA. The FRET data are hidden

Markov modeled (green line) to determine dwell times in five different states (M0–M4) and distin-

guish from acceptor dark states (FRET5 0). (B) A transition density plot of RecA binding and disso-

ciation transitions observed on 82 DNA molecules shows five FRET states (FRET � 0.2, 0.3, 0.55,

0.75, 0.85) that interconvert pairwise.65 (C) smFRET time trajectories and donor and acceptor fluo-

rescence signals from the catalytic domain of RNase P incubated at 0.1 mMMg21 reveal gradual tran-

sitions between poorly defined FRET states. (D) FRET distribution histogram from �50 smFRET

time trajectories of the RNase P catalytic domain observed at 0.1 mMMg21. (E) Resulting free-energy

contour plot for the folding pathway of the RNase P catalytic domain as monitored by 30- to 50-end
proximity. Two fluctuating classes, reflected by two pairs of closely connected basins (double arrows),

as well as three nonfluctuating classes of smFRET states (dashed boxes) can be defined.66 Reproduced

from Refs. 65 and 66, with permission from Elsevier and National Academy of Sciences.
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folding pathway using free-energy contour maps (Figure 5E).

This approach assumes thermodynamic equilibrium, since

free energies are derived from probabilities based on the rela-

tive population sizes of folding states in the ensemble. The

authors conclude that early folding steps in the catalytic do-

main of RNase P RNA involve a series of intermediates that

fold under the kinetic control of local conformational rear-

rangements. Similar free-energy contour map approaches

may prove useful in evaluating progress along the reaction

coordinate of RNA enzymes.

A significant limitation for any fluorescence-based single

molecule study is the nonideal photophysical behavior of fluo-

rophores; in particular, their photobleaching limits the total

observation window (so that rate constants extracted from

dwell times have to be corrected42) and long-lived dark states

may persist for seconds. The donor–acceptor pair Cy3/Cy5 is

often favored in single molecule studies because of its large

wavelength difference and strong FRET signal that can be pro-

longed by enzymatic oxygen scavenger systems.67 However,

low FRET states have been observed in smFRET studies that

arise from the acceptor temporarily visiting a dark state

(Figure 5A).42,65,68 This so-called ‘‘blinking’’ is of concern

because it can potentially be misinterpreted as a conforma-

tional change in the labeled molecule. The problem is exacer-

bated by the observation that the blinking kinetics vary

depending on the identity of the donor, interfluorophore dis-

tance, and buffer conditions.69,70 Fortuitously, the resulting

FRET 5 0.0 is often sufficiently distinct from a ‘‘real’’ low

FRET signal (Figure 5A). If this is not the case, rapidly alter-

nating-laser excitation of the donor and acceptor fluorophores

provides a solution, whereby acceptor activity is continuously

probed as a control.69,71 Other promising advances toward

longer smFRET observation windows may be expected from

additives such as Trolox (6-hydroxy-2,5,7,8-tetramethylchro-

man-2-carboxylic acid), which suppress blinking and photo-

bleaching of Cy5,72 as well as the development of improved

fluorophores.73

Multiple Turnover Kinetics: Michaelis–Menten

Applied to Single Molecules

The assays described earlier are all single-turnover in nature,

with one substrate turned over per single enzyme (although

potentially multiple times). Traditional ensemble enzyme

assays are often performed under multiple-turnover condi-

tions, where the observed rate constants are not only affected

by conformational change and reaction chemistry, but also by

substrate binding and dissociation. However, multiple turnover

assays at the single molecule level bear the potential to resolve

slow conformational changes of enzymes as a potential basis

for molecular heterogeneity. Since Michaelis and Menten’s pio-

neering work in 1913 on invertase (nowadays called b-fructo-
furanosidase),74 the multiple turnover properties of enzymes

have been described using the Michaelis–Menten formalism,

where substrate (S) binds reversibly to the enzyme (E) to form

an ES complex, which reacts unimolecularly to yield the final

product (P) and restore the original enzyme (E):

Eþ S
k1

k�1

� ES !k2 Eþ P ð3Þ

Michaelis and Menten found that the velocity v of an enzy-

matic reaction has a hyperbolic dependence on the substrate

concentration [S]:

v

½E�0
¼ k2½S�

½S� þ KM

ð4Þ

The Michaelis constant KM and the maximum rate constant

vmax are defined as KM ¼ k�1þk2
k1

and vmax 5 k2[E]0, respec-

tively, where [E]0 is to the total enzyme concentration.

Xie and coworkers have developed approaches to describe

multiple turnovers by single enzymes that focus on the sto-

chastic dwell times for the enzyme to complete one turnover

cycle.75–78 Potentially all rate constants in reaction Eq. 3 may

then be dependent on the multidimensional, fluctuating con-

formational coordinate r of the enzyme. The derived kinetic

equation uses the mean waiting (dwell) time between consec-

utive catalytic events, hti, to describe the kinetics of the

enzyme reaction:

1

hti ¼
v2½S�

½S� þ CM

ð5Þ

The analogy between Eqs. 4 and 5 is obvious, although the

apparent catalytic rate constant v2 and apparent Michaelis

constant CM relate to the classic k2 and KM values in ways

that depend on the relative magnitudes of the rate constants

in equation 3.77 They also take on a new ensemble-averaged

meaning.79

To test the validity of the single molecule Michaelis–

Menten Eq. 5, single (tetrameric) b-galactosidase enzyme

molecules were immobilized on beads for easy manipulation

and monitored the continuous turnover of fluorogenic sub-

strate molecules of resorufin-b-D-galacto-pyranoside.78 At

low substrate concentration, substrate binding and dissocia-

tion predominate and the waiting time distribution appears

as relatively single-exponential, while at high concentration

catalysis dominates the observed waiting times, and a clear

multiexponential distribution is observed. This behavior is

attributed to dynamic conformational heterogeneity, leading

to fluctuations in catalytic rate constant over broad time-

scales (from milliseconds to tens of seconds).78 (It should be

noted that a recent reanalysis showed that quasiequilibrium

conditions of substrate binding and dissociation can account
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for all data so that conformational and thus catalytic hetero-

geneity consistently contributes, making enzyme turnover

multiexponential at both low and high substrate concentra-

tions.77) Based on Eq. (5), a linear Lineweaver–Burke plot of

hti as a function of 1/[S] yields v2 ¼ 730� 80 s�1 and

CM ¼ 390� 60 lM , values that are in excellent agreement

with the ensemble-averaged classic Michaelis–Menten

parameters vmax

½E�Tot ¼ 740� 60 s�1 and KM ¼ 380� 40 lM ,

despite their different microscopic interpretation.

Observation of multiple substrate turnovers thus has pro-

ven valuable in detecting conformational fluctuations

between various catalytic forms of a protein enzyme, but an

application to RNA enzymes is still outstanding. The applic-

ability of this approach of course depends on the necessity

that observations on single enzymes be longer than the time-

scale of the conformational fluctuations to be probed (which

is not easily accomplished, for example, in case of the very

slowly interconverting molecular subpopulations of the hair-

pin ribozyme described earlier and in Figure 2D).

New Observables

Ensemble-based FRET probing of RNA global structures and

reaction pathways has often been complimented by techni-

ques that utilize fluorescent nucleoside analogs to detect local

conformational changes.80–95 Some of the unconventional

nucleosides integrated into RNA for ensemble studies are

shown with their spectroscopic properties in Figure 6. The

most commonly used example is 2-aminopurine nucleoside,

an adenosine isomer whose fluorescence intensity decreases

dramatically when it stacks on nearby nucleotides in single-

or double-stranded RNA.80,96 Pyrrolo-C nucleoside, an ana-

logue of cytidine, also decreases significantly in fluorescence

when integrated into a single- or double-strand.92,97 The

recently synthesized furan-conjugated uridine analog shows

strong fluorescence free in aqueous solution and is threefold

quenched within an RNA.95 Tor and coworkers suggest four

general requirements for the selection of a suitable nucleo-

side analog95: (1) It should preserve structural features of the

natural nucleoside for isosteric replacement. (2) The emis-

sion maximum should be at long wavelengths (ideally in the

visible range), where detection systems are most sensitive. (3)

The extinction coefficient and fluorescence quantum yield

should be high. (4) The photophysical properties must be

sensitive to changes in the local microenvironment. If ways

can be found to follow these guidelines and particularly

improve on the typically low extinction coefficients in the

ultraviolet wavelength range, nucleoside analogs incorpo-

rated into RNA could potentially be used to probe local con-

formations by single molecule fluorescence spectroscopy.

Expanding Single Molecule RNA Enzymology to

New Systems

Future applications of single molecule RNA enzymology will

be guided by questions of biological function. Studies of the

single hammerhead, HDV, VS, and glmS ribozymes, as well

as of the larger self-splicing introns and RNP complexes such

as RNase P and the spliceosome are all within reach. All of

these systems possess the necessary broad foundation of prior

ensemble measurements that make them ideal candidates for

single molecule approaches. Our current knowledge and tar-

gets of opportunity for smFRET are briefly summarized here

for RNase P and the spliceosome.

RNase P is an evolutionarily ancient enzyme that univer-

sally catalyzes the removal of the 50 end of pre-tRNAs as part

of tRNA maturation in all organisms. Activity of the ribo-

FIGURE 6 Fluorescent nucleoside analogs currently used to probe local structural dynamics in

RNA ensemble assays. kEx 5 excitation wavelength; kEm 5 emission wavelength; FFl 5 fluorescence

quantum yield.
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zyme involves the site-specific coordination of substrate,

divalent metal ions, and at least one protein component by

the RNase P RNA.98–100 Even for the simple one-RNA-one-

protein bacterial system, it has been difficult to clearly iden-

tify the role of metal ions and the cationic protein compo-

nent in the reaction mechanism, since folding, substrate

binding, and catalysis are all ion-dependent. Despite exten-

sive study and several recent crystal structures of the RNA

component, important details of the reaction pathway

remain unclear.100 smFRET, which so far has only been

applied to folding of the isolated catalytic domain of RNase

P RNA as described earlier, is ideally suited for dissecting this

reaction pathway. Multiple labeling sites have already been

established for ensemble time-resolved FRET studies and

may also be suitable for single molecule approaches.99

The spliceosome is a massive RNP complex that assembles

to excise introns with single-nucleotide precision from pre-

mRNAs as part of mRNA maturation in all eukaryotes.101–103

pre-mRNA splicing is accompanied by a complex series of

conformational rearrangements of the central, presumably

catalytic small nuclear (sn)RNAs, guided by a large number

of protein cofactors including several RNA helicases. The

presence of multiple global conformational changes along

the splicing reaction pathway provides numerous opportuni-

ties to follow activity by smFRET. Additionally, the RNA heli-

cases in the spliceosome are ATP-dependent, which provides

a convenient means of controlling progress along the reac-

tion trajectory.

CONCLUSIONS
Current single molecule FRET microscopy approaches that

detect large-scale RNA conformational changes in real-time

have been successfully employed to determine rate and equi-

librium constants of folding as well as catalysis by ribozymes,

including the small hairpin ribozyme and the large ribosome.

Single molecule analysis exposes molecular heterogeneities

and short-lived and/or rare intermediates otherwise masked

in the ensemble average. Such single molecule RNA enzymol-

ogy provides a fresh focus on the biological function of an

increasing number of nonprotein coding RNAs discovered

over the past 251 years. Care has to be taken to develop suit-

able assays based on prior knowledge from ensemble studies.

The preparation of proper controls, the conscientious analy-

sis of statistically significant numbers of single molecule tra-

jectories, and the comparison of single molecule results with

ensemble data are all essential considerations. In the future,

single molecule fluorescence microscopy will undoubtedly

see expanded utility through the development of new

approaches and the application to new RNA systems.
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